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Abstract—This paper proposes a new pulse design method to 
improve spectrum utilization rate and reduce the outage 
probability in Ultra Wide Band (UWB) system. Several third 
derivative Gaussian waveforms are employed to generate the 
pulse based on the bandwidth constraint set by the US Federal 
Communications Commission (FCC) mask. The genetic 
algorithm (GA) is used to find the optimal pulse parameter. 
This method is an easy way to achieve in practical circuit 
implementation compared to one pulse generator, since COMS 
circuit is hard to produce one pulse with short duration and 
complex pulse shape. Comparisons with the traditional 
Gaussian pulse, the synthesis pulse by GA not only satisfy the 
FCC emission mask but also have high spectrum utilization 
rate. Simulation results show that the performances in indoor 
UWB system using the synthesis pulse by GA is better than 
that using traditional Gaussian pulse. Numerical results show 
that the synthesis pulse by GA is higher 30 percent of spectrum 
utilization rate and lower 65 percent of outage probability for 
the same transmission power, as well as lower 21 percent of 
outage probability for fixed Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)at the 
receiver comparing with traditional Gaussian pulse. This 
proposed method not only use in indoor UWB system but also 
can extend to different communication system just changing 
the system object function. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

Ultra-Wideband (UWB) is short-range high data-rate 
indoor wireless communications and it is low spectral 
density, low power consumption, high immunity to 
multipath fading .UWB system not only use in indoor 
communications also apply to inter-vehicle communications 
[1]. Since the UWB occupies a large bandwidth, it 
introduces interference to the coexisting communication 
systems. In 2002, FCC approved the unlicensed use of the 
UWB spectrum from 3.1G to 10.6GHz, with a power 
spectral density (PSD) should be lower than -41.3 
dBm/MHz. It is important to perform spectrum shaping to 
fit the PSD of UWB signal with the FCC mask[2].  

Some papers use Hermite Gaussian Orthonormal 
Expansion to synthesize the pulse. However, the spectrum 
utilization rate is low [3]. Traditional standard Gaussian 
monocycles do not satisfy the FCC effective isotropic 
radiated power (EIRP) spectrum mask requirements 
[4],[5].In some researches of pulse design and pulse 
optimization as seen in [6]-[10] have proposed theoretical 
method from mathematics to produce one pulse directly 
without considering practical circuit implementation, since 
COMS circuit is hard to produce one pulse with short 
duration and complex pulse shape. Generating the high n-th 
derivative Gaussian pulses is extremely difficult and is not 
suitable for practical transceiver design using CMOS 
technology [11],[12].  

We propose a simple pulse design method that linear 
combine several Gaussian pulses [13]. In UWB system, [14] 
is pulse shaping optimizer in UWB receivers by genetic 
algorithm. [15] propose a genetic algorithm based on finger 
selection scheme for UWB MMSE Rake receivers. In [16], 
the optimal finger selection problem is shown to be an NP-
hard problem. Genetic algorithm is a technique for 
searching for the global optimum of an objective function 
and near-optimal solutions can be obtained in many cases 
with a degree of complexity that is much lower than that of 
the optimal exhaustive search algorithm. Genetic algorithm 
is using techniques inspired by evolutionary biology such as 
inheritance, mutation, selection, and crossover. We design 
UWB pulse by third Gaussian derivative base on genetic 
algorithm while satisfying the FCC emission. The optimal 
pulse by genetic algorithm is linear combination of several 
third Gaussian derivatives to meet the FCC spectral mask 
requirement.  

This paper is organized as follows: Pulses parameters 
optimized by genetic algorithm have been explained in 
Section II.  In Section III, Channel modeling and system 
description and system block diagram and Bit Error Rate 
performance for the indoor UWB system are briefly 



described. In Section IV, the simulation results and 
performance analysis of our proposed method is discussed. 
The conclusions are given in Section V. 

II. PULSE PARAMETER SELECTION VIA THE GENETIC 
ALGORITHM  

A genetic algorithm is a search technique that use in 
computing to find approximate or exact solutions of the 
problems. Genetic algorithms are categorized as global 
search heuristics that use techniques inspired by 
evolutionary biology. We use genetic algorithm must 
represent a solution to our problem as a genome and 
definition of the objective function by the following 
expression： 

)](/[1 fPFCCfitness mask −=                 (1) 

The fitness function is evaluated for each individual, 
providing fitness values, We select higher fitness value to 
survive. Where maskFCC  is FCC spectral mask and 

)( fP is a Fourier transform of )(tp given by：  

             dtetpfP fti π2)()( −∞
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)(tp is the synthesis pulse waveform with ultra-short 
duration at nanosecond scale. The third derivative Gaussian 
waveform )(tp  can be described by the following 
expression： 
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Where N is number of pulse and iA is amplitude of 
the i-th pulse parameter which can adjust amplitude by 
genetic algorithm. iTp  is pulse width of the i-th pulse 

parameter. iTd  is delay time of the i-th pulse parameter. 
Note that the pulse delay time zero was taken at the signal 
peak position of pulse.  

Differentiation of the Gaussian pulse influences the 
spectrum as well; both peak frequency and bandwidth of the 
pulse vary with increasing differentiation order. In particular, 
it is differentiation k , and the shape factor pT  by 
observing that the Fourier transform of the k-th derivative 
has property[17]：  
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Which leads to a peak frequency for the k-th 
derivatives： 
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Equation (5) shows that Gaussian derivatives of higher 
order are characterized by higher peak frequencies. 
Differentiation is thus a way to move to high frequency 
band. We tradeoff peak frequency and achieve in practical 
circuit implementation thus choose third derivative 
Gaussian. In order to employ genetic algorithm to adjust 
parameter that amplitude and pulse delay time and pulse 
width of equation (3).  

The genetic algorithm creates a population of solutions 
and applies genetic operators such as mutation and 
crossover to evolve the solutions in order to find the best 
genome. Genetic algorithm proceeds to initialize a 
population of solutions randomly, and then improve it 
through repetitive application of mutation, crossover, 
inversion and selection operators. We need to know how to 
represent the chromosomes, and how to implement the steps 
of the iterative optimization scheme. 

1)    Initialization：We randomly generate N individual 
solutions form an initial population. The population 
size depends of the pulse number. The population 
size is 40 times of the pulse number.  

2)    Code：A code representation of the solution is as 
an array of bits. We use binary code. 

3) One-point crossover：A single crossover point on 
both parents’ chromosomes strings is selected. All 
data beyond that point in either chromosomes 
string is swapped between the two parent 
chromosomes. The resulting chromosomes are the 
children chromosomes.  

4)    Mutation：Mutation is a genetic operator used to 
maintain genetic diversity from one generation of a 
population of chromosomes to the next. Our 
mutation operator involves a probability that an 
arbitrary bit in a genetic sequence will be changed 
from its original state. 

5)    Selection ： After the crossover and mutation 
population size is more than population size N. We 
select population size is RankN that higher fitness 
value to next generation. 

6)  Termination：Genetic algorithm is repeated until a                     
termination condition has been reached. The highest 
ranking solution's fitness is reaching or has reached a   



plateau such that successive iterations no longer      
produce better results. 

III. CHANNEL MODELING AND SYSTEM DESCRIPTION  

A. Calculation of the Channel Characteristics 

UWB system statistical channel models for 
transmission have already been developed and standardized 
by the IEEE in the 802.15.3a standard. SBR/Image method 
is a ray optical method that assumes quasi-optical 
propagation of radio waves. In [18] simulation results 
statistics are extracted and compared to standardized UWB 
channel models. We employ the ray/image (SBR/Image) 
techniques to simulation three dimensional environments 
over the entire frequency range of UWB applications from 
3.1 to 10.6 GHz. The equation used to model the multipath 
radio channel is a linear filter with an equivalent baseband 
impulse given by[18] ： 
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Where N is the number of paths observed at time. (.)δ  
is the Dirac delta function. na and nτ are the channel gain 
and time delay for n-th path respectively. The notation is 
according to IEEE 802.15.3a standard. The impulse response 
function of the environment for any transmitter-receiver 
location is computed by modified shooting and bouncing 
ray/image (SBR/Image) techniques [19],[20]. 

B. System Black Diagram 
In this paper, we employ a direct sequence UWB (DS-

UWB) system model and Binary Pulse Amplitude 
Modulation (BPAM) is applied. In Fig. 1 the information 
source is the random binary sequence generator that through 
the BPAM modulator obtain )(td given by (6). )(tp is the 
transmitted waveform optimal by genetic algorithm. The 
received signal into 3.1-10.6 GHz band-pass filter allows 
UWB signals to obtain that is )(tr . We get the results after 
the decision device. 

In Fig. 1 )(td  input data can be described by the 

following expression. { }1±∈nd  is a BPAM symbol and is 
assumed to be independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.). 
Finally, the average BER for BPAM IR UWB system can 
be expressed as ： 
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IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS  
The impulse response for channel was calculated from 

3.1 to 10.6GHz by SBR/Image. The home network 
environment is with the dimension of 6.1m (long) ×10.20m 
(wide) ×3m (high). This home network has five rooms with 
the bedroom 1, office room, bedroom 2, living room and 
kitchen. Here we will show the simulation results of the 
effect of the pulse design phenomenon in this home network 
environment. 

In our simulation, the transmitting antenna is located 
at Tx (3.5, 0.5, 0.01) m in the living room with the height of 
0.01m. 256 receiving points with a fixed height of 1m are 
uniform distribution in bedroom 1, office room, bedroom 2 
and kitchen, as shown in Figure 2. Tx denotes the 
transmitting antenna and the other points denote the 
receiving antenna. Transmitting and receiving antennas are 
modeled as a UWB antenna with simple omni-directional 
radiation pattern. Tx denotes the transmitting antenna and 
the other points denote the receiving antenna. 

In our simulation the BPAM is applied in DS-UWB 
communication system. Every third derivative Gaussian 
pulse has three parameters: iTd  is pulse delay time and 

iTp  is the pulse duration and iA is amplitude parameter. 
GA population size is 40 times of pulses parameters and 
Binary string length is set to be 10, the probability of 
crossover and mutation are 0.5 and 0.025 respectively. 
Since initial population is randomly generated by genetic 
algorithm. All parameter values and spectrum utilization 
rates are averaged for ten experiment results. 

 
Figure 2. Layout of the simulated environment. 



                         Figure 3. Traditional Gaussian pulse spectrum 

 Figure 4. Spectrum of the synthesized pulse 
Comparison with the traditional Gaussian pulse, the 
synthesis pulse by genetic algorithm not only has high peak 
amplitude but also have narrow pulse duration, thus 
synthesis pulse by genetic algorithm has high immunity to 
multipath fading. 

The normalized power spectral density (PSD) of 
traditional Gaussian pulse spectrum is illustrated in Figure 3. 
It is seen that the spectrum utilization rate is 58% and the 
power spectrum violates FCC emission mask for the 
frequency range from 0 to 3GHz. Figure 4, shows the 
spectrum of the synthesis pulse by GA spectrum. It is found 
that the spectrum utilization rate is close to 90 percent and 
satisfy FCC emission mask.  

Next, let us consider the BER performance for the 
home network environment. The BERs are used to calculate 
the outage probability for the BER requirement of BER<10-

4. Outage probability versus (SNR)t is shown in Figure 5. 
Here (SNR)t is defined as the ratio of the transmitter power 
to the noise power at the receiver. We can find that the 
synthesis pulse has lower outage probability than traditional 
Gaussian pulse, since the synthesis pulse has more received 
power than that of traditional Gaussian pulse. In Figure 5, 
the perfect pulse is the Fourier transform of FCC power 
spectral density. It is seen that the outage probability for the 
synthesized pulse is close to that for the perfect pulse. For  

 
                 Figure 5. Outage probability versus (SNR)t at transmitter 

 
Figure 6. Outage probability versus (SNR)r at the receiver 

comparisons with traditional Gaussian pulse can be reduced 
from 75 percent down to 10 percent.  

The outage probability versus (SNR)r for the home 
network environment is depicted in Figure 6. Here (SNR)r is 
defined as the ratio of the receiver power to the noise power. 
In this case, we focus on pulse shape instead of the received 
power. For SNR = 20dB, it is seen that the outage 
probability of the synthesized pulse and traditional Gaussian 
pulse are 7 percent and 28 percent respectively. It is clear 
that the synthesized pulse has a better performance. 

V. CONCLUSIONS  
We propose a novel method to improve spectrum 

utilization rate and reduce the outage probability. 
Simulation results show that this method can maximize the 
emitted power under the bandwidth constraint set by FCC 
mask and mitigate inter-symbol interference and reduce the 
outage probability as well. Several third derivative Gaussian 
pulses are used to synthesize the optimal pulse. This method 
can be easily implemented with simple circuit by CMOS 
technology. Comparisons with the traditional Gaussian 
pulse, the synthesis pulse by GA not only satisfy the FCC 
emission mask but also have high spectrum utilization rate. 
Numerical results show that the synthesis pulse by GA is 
higher 30 percent of spectrum utilization rate and lower 65 
percent of outage probability at (SNR)t = 40dB for the fixed 
transmission power, as well as lower 21 percent of outage 
probability at (SNR)r = 20dB for fixed receiving power 
comparing with traditional Gaussian pulse. In the future 
work, more detailed environment description at various 



operating frequencies will be considered to increase 
accuracy of simulating results. 
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Figure 1.   Block diagram of the DS-UWB communication system.   


